Vitamin E for extra-good health

This article originally appeared on Dr. Teitelbaum’s website, Vitality 101.

Optimizing your nutrition is a must for good health. And this week I want to discuss the importance of optimizing your intake of another powerful antioxidant: vitamin E.

Vitamin E protects the outer layer of cells (the membrane) from free radicals. And because it protects every cell in the body, it’s a major key to overall health. It also boosts immunity by guarding the thymus gland, which manufactures the infection-fighting white blood cells called lymphocytes.

A Little Vitamin E Goes a Long Way

Research shows that intakes of more than 100 International Units (IU) a day can be counterproductive, because too much of one type of this antioxidant can stop the action of the others (each type of vitamin E is a member of a much larger family). That’s why my daily recommendation for vitamin E — what I call the RDH, or “Requirement for Daily Healing” — is 100 IU daily to help maintain optimal health. (This is the amount I include in the Energy Revitalization System vitamin powder.) If you take a higher level of this to treat a specific problem, be sure to take it in the form of mixed natural tocopherols (a type of organic compound) rather than a synthetic. This type of supplement delivers all the subtypes of vitamin E, including alpha (the most abundant and active form), beta, gamma, and delta-tocopherols. Each subtype has a slightly different mode of action, and all are important.

Along with a supplement, make sure to include good dietary sources, such as vegetable oils, seeds, nuts and whole grains.

In the rest of this blog post, I’ll discuss recent scientific research which shows just how healthful and healing vitamin E can be.

The Healing Power of Vitamin E

There are so many, science-proven ways that vitamin E can help you both optimize health and reverse ill health.
Alzheimer’s: Slow the Decline, Spare the Caregiver
In a recent study in the *Journal of the American Medical Association*, people with mild to moderate Alzheimer’s disease who took the drug Namenda (memantine) and 2,000 IU of vitamin E slowed their rate of “functional decline” by 19%, and caregivers were less stressed. [1] Vitamin E may help prevent the disease, too: In another study, taking vitamin E for two years reduced the number of lesions in the white matter of the brain. [2]

Asthma: Stronger Lungs and Immune System
In a study in *Alternative Medicine Review*, 60 adults with asthma were divided into two groups, with one group taking an antioxidant supplement (vitamin E, vitamin C, beta-carotene, selenium, zinc). After two months, those taking the antioxidant had stronger lungs, lower levels of allergy-related antibodies, a stronger immune system, less oxidant damage, and better “health-related quality of life.” [3] A recent study of children with asthma produced similar results. [4]

Bones: Fewer Fractures in Older Women and Men
In a 19-year study of nearly 15,000 older women, those with the highest intake of vitamin E (alpha tocopherol) had a 14% lower risk of a hip fracture, and those who took a vitamin E supplement had a 22% lower risk. And in an analysis of more than 1,000 older men, those with the lowest intake of vitamin E had three times the risk of fracturing a hip. [5]

Cancer: Prevention, Treatment Protection, and Survival
In a 14-year study of more than 16,000 people by researchers from Columbia University, those who had a higher intake of vitamin E were less likely to die from cancer. [6] In other studies, supplementing with vitamin E protected cancer patients against the side effects of radiation (breast fibrosis in breast cancer, and dysfunctional salivary glands in thyroid cancer). [7,8] And vitamin E may help you stay alive after you’ve had cancer: In a 16-year study of postmenopausal women with cancer, those who took vitamin E supplements and a multivitamin were 39% less likely to die from the disease. [9]

Diabetic Neuropathy: Ease the Pain
People with diabetes who took vitamin E for three months had less nerve pain, lower blood sugar levels, and better overall physical health. [10]

Fatty Liver Disease: Vitamin E Is Strong Medicine!
If you’re overweight, fat also accumulates in your liver—a problem that can cause liver disease and even liver cancer. But taking a vitamin E supplement can reverse the liver dysfunction seen in fatty liver disease, according to a study from the Liver Disease Research Branch of the National Institutes of Health. [11]

Gum Disease: Heal Faster
Taking 300 IU of vitamin E every other day helped speed healing after treatment for chronic periodontal disease (scaling and root planing), according to a study in the *Journal of Periodontology*. [12]

Heart Disease: Healthier Arteries, Fewer Heart Attacks
The health of your arteries is measured by the health of your endothelium—the
arterial lining, where plaque builds and clots form. A flexible, widened, plaque-free endothelium is healthy; a rigid, narrow, plaque-infested endothelium is a setup for a heart attack or stroke. In study after study of healthy people, and people with risk factors for heart disease, of people in their 20s and people in their 70s, taking vitamin E improves endothelial health. Bottom line: a study in the International Journal of Cardiology shows that people with low blood levels of vitamin E are 23% more likely to have a “cardiovascular event”—angina, heart attack, bypass surgery, heart failure, stroke, or death from heart disease.[13]

Heartburn: E Protects the Esophagus

Heartburn happens when stomach acid leaks into the esophagus—and that chronic leakage can also cause severe inflammation of the esophagus (Barrett’s esophagitis) and even esophageal cancer. The good news: People who consume more antioxidants through diet and supplements are less likely to have heartburn, Barrett’s esophagitis and esophageal cancer, according to a recent study.[14]

Herpes and HPV: Fewer Outbreaks

People who took an antioxidant supplement containing vitamin E had fewer outbreaks of cold sores, genital herpes or genital warts, according to scientists at the Dermatology Research Institute in Rome.[15]

Kidney Disease: Fewer Complications

Chronic kidney disease can cause all kinds of health problems, including circulatory problems, restless legs syndrome, and kidney injury after being exposed to contrast during medical procedures. Studies show that vitamin E can protect against all these difficulties.[16-19]

Lou Gehrig’s Disease (ALS): Cut Your Risk Nearly in Half

Ice bucket challenges aside, no one wants to get Lou Gehrig’s Disease—the slow, painful paralysis of all the muscles in the body. Well, if you get plenty of vitamin E, you’re less at risk. A study by researchers at the National Institutes of Health of nearly 30,000 men showed that those with the highest blood levels of the nutrient were 44% less likely to get the disease.[20]

Peyronie’s Disease: Natural Relief for Below-the-Belt Pain

In this disease, fibrous tissue inside the penis causes curved, painful erections. But six months of treatment with vitamin E eases the problem in 97% of cases, according to a study by Italian researchers. “Vitamin E can help prevent the progression of Peyronie’s disease,” they conclude in the medical journal Andrology.[21]

Pollution: Protect Your Lungs

Runners who took 100 IU of vitamin E and 500 mg of vitamin C daily had less lung injury after exercising in a polluted environment, according to a study by Brazilian researchers.[22] In a similar study, taking vitamin E and C helped decrease cellular damage in workers exposed to lead.[23]

Women’s Health: Reproductive Relief

Recent studies show that vitamin E can reduce pelvic pain during menstruation, relieve pelvic pain in endometriosis, lower high blood pressure during pregnancy,
and even treat infertility.[24-27]
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